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Similarity matrices

Covariance matrix of allele frequencies across HGDP populations

Coop et al (2010) Genetics



Phylogenetic trees
Neighbor-joining tree built with PHYLIP on the basis of similarity in allele
frequencies:



Finestructure algorithm (Leslie et al. 2015)



Phylogenetic trees
Population tree with admixture events inferred using TreeMix software
on the basis of allele frequencies:



Measuring Similarity vs measuring distance
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How could we measure genetic similarity/dissimilarity in a
population?
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I change in allele frequency
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I probability of coalescence
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Introducing today’s superhero
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F2: Changing allele frequencies

F2(P1,P2) = E(p1 − p2)
2



F2: Loss of heterozygosity



F2: Probability of coalescence

C



F2: Probability of coalescence
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How could we measure genetic similarity/dissimilarity
between populations?

sample 1
sample 2space

I difference in allele frequency

I Heterozygosity: Hbetween vs Hwithin

I Coalescence: Tbetween vs Twithin
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From differences to trees

sample 1
sample 2space

I difference in allele frequency

I Heterozygosity: Hbetween vs Hwithin

I Coalescence: Tbetween vs Twithin

Conveniently, F2, measures difference equivalently in this scenario



F2: Time to coalescence

F2(P1,P2) = 2ET12 − ET11 − ET12



F2 vs FST

FST (P1,P2) =
2F2(P1,P2)

EH

Main difference is normalization:

I FST = 0 : no differentiation

I FST = 1 : maximum differentiation

I F2 = 0 : no differentiation

I F2 =??? : maximum differentiation
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F2 is additive

sample 1
sample 3

sample 2

time

F2(P1,P3) = F2(P1,P2) + F2(P2,P3)



F2 is tree-additive

A

F2(P1,P2) = F2(P0,P1) + F2(P0,P2)



Dissimilarity matrices vs Tree

F2(P1,P2) = F2(P0,P1) + F2(P0,P2)



testing treeness

2F3(PX ;P1,P2) = F2(PX ,P1) + F2(PX ,P2) − F2(P1,P2)

E

In a tree, F3 ≥ 0!
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example when this is violated

2F3(PX ;P1,P2) = F2(PX ,P1) + F2(PX ,P2) − F2(P1,P2)

F3 = t1 − 2α(1 − α)(1 − cx)(tr − t1)
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alternative interpretation

overlap between paths:

F2(P1,P2) = E(p1 − p2)(p1 − p2)
F3(PX ;P1,P2) = E(px − p1)(px − p2)

F
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outgroup-F3

Assume we have an unknown sample, and would like to know which
potential population P1 it is closest to:

What statistic would you calculate?
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D-statistic / (F4-statistic)

Imagine you sequence a Neandertal for the first time. How do you test
for gene flow?

M
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What does D/F4 actually measure?

A E I

D =
ABBA − BABA

ABBA + BABA

F4 = F2(P1,P3) + F2(P2,P4) − F2(P1,P2) − F2(P3,P4)



What does D/F4 actually measure?

Two possibilities:

I M

2F4 = F2(P1,P3) + F2(P2,P4) − F2(P1,P2) − F2(P3,P4)

2F4 = F2(P1,P3) + F2(P2,P4) − F2(P1,P4) − F2(P2,P3)



how do these statistics behave under other demographic
models?
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Recap

1. F3 and F4 are simple statistics that test for admixture

2. F3 requires just 3 populations, and is most useful for recent
admixture at approximately equal proportions

3. F4 is suitable to more ancient admixture, but more sensitive
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